Fact-finding committee to report on controversial library arrests

By Paul Lidicky
NR Corresponding Editor

A fact-finding committee investigating the controversy surrounding the Feb. 11 arrest of two black women at the UC Main Library will deliver its report to UC President Warren Bennis early this month.

The committee was formed two days after the arrest, at a meeting at which a resolution about "what occurred," explained Assistant Provost John Sittig, "was passed unanimously by the office of the President." There was "lots of conflicting statements and views about what occurred," he added.

Because of this confusion, "the President felt that he should get people together and look into it," said Prindle.

According to campus police reports, the two women involved, Patricia Martin, and Delores Balard attempted to leave the library without having their hands searched.

When Martin pointed out that their hand were covered by a sweater, Martin was charged with assault and disorderly conduct and Balard was charged with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest.

Melissa Waters, president of the United Black Association (UBA), and the two women centered were assaulted by campus police while at the library.

Roy Wolfish, a witness to the incident, said the campus police were "not trying to hurt them (the arrested women)" but the girls were trying to stop the police.

The NextWord tried unsuccessfully to contact both Martin and Balard for their statements about Wednesday's incident. UC police were then informed to act as intermediaries between the NextWord and the two women. However, when Neighbors learned from a member of the UBA that there had been instructions to his lawyers not to talk to anyone about the incident.

Michael Anderson, a University senator, said on Wednesday, "We're not going to back off. We'll continue with the investigation and the committee will investigate the alleged beating of the two women by campus police.

Hal Schell, director of University Libraries, explained, "The library does not use a written security procedure for staff and students. In fact, I think this was a mistake," he added.

Library procedure requires that "all transfer oflibrary materials, including books, bags, and briefcases etc. be checked at the checkout desk. A no search policy however, was in effect when the students entered the library."

Library procedure requires that "all employees be trained in the library's drug and alcohol abuse policy."

By Bennis said; "All the indicators are there ... to think this was a mistake," he said.

According to Schell, a transfer is "not related to the reorganization of the former Office of Student and University Affairs announced last month, which combined the Office of Housing Services with the Office of Residence Life.

"This would have happened whether the Office of Student Affairs had been reorganized or not," Smith said. He and Buy discussed Bennis's transfer last fall. "We thought it was going to happen," he explained.

"This move has been delayed some time," he said. The transfer occurred after the reorganization because "the job is waiting for a person who is interested in being a full-fledged student."

Sail away...

Wednesday's duel created traffic problems and minor floods but would have made a fine commercial demonstrating hydroplaning here at the Bradford Ave. Parking Lot.

by Bob Bowman

UC housing director reassigned to expanded purchasing office

By Bob Bowman
NR Corresponding Editor

Robert Spille, acting director of purchasing, will assume the director of housing services, will assume the director of student affairs, according to Smith, which is composed of student and faculty representatives.

Bennis also said an advisory committee may be established to help administer the $100,000 "for OCAS use and student services.

Bennis admitted that OCAS students pay fees to support main campus facilities which they do not use.

According to the UC Board of Trustees, the transfer of the Office of Academic Student Services and the Office of Academic Services and Student Services will become the new director of the Office of Student and University Affairs.

"I thought this was a mistake," he said.

Bennis replied, "I wasn't aware of a specific arrest problem. If it was a good thing, and it looks as if it will happen," he added.

One student complained that there was a shortage of full-time faculty. Another professor was "too similar to the community." Bennis admitted he has received complaints about all of them. He explained. Smith said of all the complaints he has received about Bennis, "very few, very few we have considered serious. Most of them have been misunderstandings, as with everyone else under me."

Smith said he and Robert Carroll, acting associate vice president for student affairs, "are not sure at the present time how they are going to fill Bennis's position. They will continue to be thinking about the position for the next few weeks.

Sail away...

Wednesday's duel created traffic problems and minor floods but would have made a fine commercial demonstrating hydroplaning here at the Bradford Ave. Parking Lot.
CCM Presents 'The Consul'

Patricia Takela and Herndon lackey appear as Magda and John Sorel. in CCM's Winter Opera Production of Gian Carlo Menotti's drama, \($2.50\). Performances are Thursday, Feb. 26 through Saturday, Feb. 28 at 8 p.m., and Sunday, Feb. 29 at 2:30 p.m. at CCM's Joseph C. Hirschauer Auditorium. Tickets are $4.50, $3.75 for faculty and $2.50 for students with ID.

The secret of her tremendous power seemed to be a result not of any extra measures of strength but of the way in which she used the strength through her back and forearms to produce a beautiful, far-reaching tone.

Her musical impression was so strong, her communicative ability so successful, that the performance completely overshadowed the Sibelius First Symphony that followed immediately.

Guest Conductor Francois Hubeck, who worked as well with Miss Bachauer during the concert despite the CSO's reluctance to follow, displayed a strong, if rather unnecessarily flamboyant, conducting technique that held the orchestra in better control than during the Rachmaninoff.

Orchestra in the past was the delineation of contrast by Hubeck in the柴田, Basile Bicentennial Year exhibition was shown not only because the women involved presented Cincinnati's entry in the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876 but also because they were the exhibition of women's art and because the museum in a period when such artistic goals as well as providing the impetus for a major midwestern museum in a period when such accomplishments were neither usual nor expected.

The Cincinnati Art Museum draws almost totally from its own holdings for the exhibition. The theme for its first Bicentennial Year exhibition was chosen not only because Cincinnati women whose talents and energy achieved high artistic goals as well as providing the impetus for a major midwestern museum in a period when such accomplishments were neither usual nor expected.

Onstage Now

Still Growing, P.O. Box 2162, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
if you'll send us 25¢ for handling and postage. Address it:

Pick up your portfolio and take a merciless look. If you're hitting the mark creatively but not in execution, take a look at Canon. The good things you've heard about Canon SLRs are true. One of the best things about them is our line of nearly forty lenses from fisheye to super-telephoto, including aspherals and our exclusive fluorites. They represent the optical state-of-the-art. This means they have sharpness and contrast and they don't have flare, distortion or annoying aberrations. Mechanically, they can't be topped.

Our camera bodies are a beautiful blend of form and function. They'll help you work sooner and faster because once you're run through the controls...
Local concerts feature jazz, rock

By Glenn Miller

Earl Klugh's latest recording, "Street Talk," is an enjoyable groove. It's a sly and suggestive jazz groove, and its tempo is just right for a cool summer day. The title track, "Street Talk," is a great showcase for Earl's guitar work. It's a catchy and upbeat tune that has a great rhythm section behind it. The other tracks on the album are also top-notch, with Earl's guitar taking center stage. Overall, "Street Talk" is a great addition to any music collection. It's a fun and lively album that's sure to please fans of Earl Klugh and jazz in general.

By Belinda Baxter

Friday night's rock concert at Riverfront Coliseum was a great success. The band Loggins & Messina performed to a sold-out audience of over 15,000. The audience was electric with energy and anticipation as Loggins & Messina took the stage. Their opening song, "Angie," set the tone for the rest of the show. The band's energy was contagious, and they had the audience on their feet from the start. "My Heroin," "Life is a Highway," and "Jawbone" were some of the fan favorites that were played. The band's harmonies were seamless, and their musicianship was top-notch. The highlight of the show was the encore, "Keep on Rockin' in the Free World," which had the audience cheering and singing along. Overall, it was a great night of music, and the audience was thrilled with Loggins & Messina's performance.
Bennis confidence vote prelude, die

In opening the door for a faculty vote of 'confidence' in UC President Warren Bennis, the Faculty Senate has taken a step toward a blunter and precipitous collective bargaining process that will further erode the credibility of both institutions. The Faculty Senate last week scheduled an all-faculty meeting for Feb. 26 in which faculty members will determine whether or not they feel Bennis is incompetent and, should they feel Bennis is incompetent, decide on the strategy that they feel Bennis is incompetent and should, therefore, be removed.

We urge faculty members before they even decide whether to stage a vote of confidence in Bennis, to look scrupulously at the motives of the person proposing this vote and determine whether a vote of 'no confidence' would be in the best interests of students and their University.

It seems clear the AAUP plaits to hold this motion to Bennis' head like a pin to force a contract settlement more favorably to faculty.

It's extremely unfortunate, however, that his motion has dragged into the collective bargaining mix a person who has repeatedly said he would stay out of the classroom until the matter is settled. Bennis has refrained from engaging in bargaining discussions so he could continue to lead students, faculty and administrators.

The AAUP's insistence on dragging Bennis into contract talks can only split the various segments of the University community and ultimately hurt our University.

Further, the timing of this vote of 'confidence' defies all logic. Less than three weeks later, the AAUP voted to "censure" Bennis and the Administration in response to a series of administrative and faculty complaints.

The AAUP demanded the Administration and Faculty Senate reverse its decision to approve a "manually acceptable contract proposal".

Yet, now, by suggesting a possible vote for a "no confidence" vote, the Faculty Senate is insinuating that a contract negotiation has 
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Now chairman of J.C. Penny board

By Joe Levy
Art's University Affairs Editor

UC alumnus ‘lives American dream’

Although the former
university affairs editor had to quit at the beginning of his sophomore year (1942) when he was transferred into the U.S. Air Force, he participated actively in the UC Alumni Associa-
tion. "I was heartsick, as a businessm an, to have remained close to the UC Business College."

Siebert has a comprehensive business philosophy. He rhetori-
cally calls for "businesslike regulation" of business ("I'm a computer and citizen as well as a businessperson," but warns against overregulation as counterproductive. The lack of his university experience, according to Siebert, entered him into the public service via taxes. "I was transferred into providing additional services, actively in the UC Alumni Associa-
tion calls for 'benevolent' regulation of business."

Siebert preaches, among other things: "One always do the best at whatever you do."

UC's high personal standard of achievement." "You never have to."
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Instead, Siebert explained, he has been close to the public service: "We get more of our employ ment from the public sector than from the private sector."

"Of course, we'll always have some customer in mind," Siebert said. "We prefer to have our own stores for the simple reason that our own stores can compete through our own prices."

"A large 'store can't select merchandise with a particular customer in mind."

Siebert is interested in visual art and music. Two impressive art ob-
jects dominate the university office: a massive yellow whalebone sculpture depicting a krill surrounded by whales, the southwest corner of the office. "The whale bone was donated by the late Dr. Albert H. Couchman." "The whale bone was donated by the late Dr. Albert H. Couchman."

"The whale bone was donated by the late Dr. Albert H. Couchman."

Today

The film luncheon series features classic Warner Brothers' "Citizen Kane" at 12 noon in the TUC faculty lounge. The film is free and open to the public and sponsored by Center Board.
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We're looking for certain majors to become Xeetions.

Mechanical and civil engineering majors, aerospace and aeronautical engineering majors, majors in electrical, computer science, mathematics.

The Air Force needs people... many with the above academic majors. And your ROTC has several different programs where you can fit: 4-year, 3-year, or 2-year programs. Some offering full scholarships. All offering $10,000 monthly per month, your last two years of the program. Flying opportunities, and all leading to an Air Force officer's commission, plus advanced academic opportunities.

If you'd like to check in on these Air Force opportunities, start by looking into the Air Force ROTC.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
The Newsrecord Page 7

Catlett denies seeking other jobs

by Harley Porstein
NW Sports Editor

UC basketball coach Gail Catlett denied he is seeking a coaching position at another university or has been offered such a position. Wednesday afternoon, after the Bearcats' defeat at Air Force, coaches from Big Eight Conference schools have circled in the local papers that Catlett has been the offered the head coaching job at Ohio State. Fred Taylor explained that position last week when he resigned, effective at the end of this season.

"A couple of Ohio State alumni here in town called me about it (the head coaching position), but they are not officially connected with Ohio State's athletic department," explained Catlett.

Catlett denied he was offered the head coaching position at Iowa State, as was reported. "They have not contacted me," said Catlett.

"I have not been interviewed, I have not applied and I have not contacted any university about a head coaching job," said Catlett.

Catlett is finishing the last year of his initial four year contract and has not signed a four year extension given to him last November. Although he has not signed his four year extension, Catlett said he is not worried about the extension because his present contract is up at the end of June and at that time I will sign a new contract. "I'm not worried in any other job. I'm only interested in winning a national championship this year," said Catlett. He added he would not come to other coaching offers "until the season's over."

Catlett also said there is "no set" between athletic director Belden and himself, despite such "impllications" in Tuesday's Cincinnati Post. Catlett claimed The Post "misinterpreted" his remarks. Catlett admitted Wall is being interviewed for the post of athletic director at Oregon, and listed, "If Wal doesn't have a tremendous athletic director they wouldn't be interviewing him." Wall was unavailable for comment.

The Tuesday edition of The Post quoted Catlett as saying that Wednesday's Xavier game may have been his last encounter with the perennial conference rival as a UC coach. Catlett again claimed his remarks were "misinterpreted."

"Not in any way was I intending to temporarily end that tradition. Perl and Blez take Indiana by 10 and 12. SID says Depaul's 6-foot-10 center, Dave Corzine. After DC's romp over the Blue height, "I'm taking the way it is," Perl says. "I'm taking it because it's a player," said Perl. SID says UC by 3. Perl's however, manage to pick the exact point spread on two of six. Only later did Blez discover the judges were trying to guess his final point spread or have one's say in the final point spread.

If you think leading the NCAA Is no big deal, you're right. But consider that Catlett has been doing the same thing for the last 10 years. Perl and Blez take DC by 4 and 3. SID says DC by 2. Perl takes Cincinnati by 8 and 6. SID says DC by 3.

Perl's Beatle turns out to be the major attraction as Blez's routine. Blez's Olympic aspirations were boosted when Perl's last week. Perl, however, managed to pick the exact point spread on two of six. Only later did Blez discover the judges were trying to guess his final point spread or have one's say in the final point spread. If you think leading the NCAA Is no big deal, you're right. But consider that Catlett has been doing the same thing for the last 10 years. Perl and Blez take DC by 4 and 3. SID says DC by 2. Perl takes Cincinnati by 8 and 6. SID says DC by 3.

That's what a Columban Father must be. Being a Catholic young man, 17 to 26, write today for our camps in Africa. Please send me your booklet, "Camps" "In South America...to share the...". That's what a Columban Father must be. Being a Catholic young man, 17 to 26, write today for our camps in Africa. Please send me your booklet, "Camps" "In South America...to share the..."

AUCTION AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Thursday, Feb. 25 - 10:00 AM Auditions 45; 11:00 AM Interviews 10:00 AM

Friday, Feb. 26 - 1:00 PM Auditions 12:30 PM; 2:00 PM Interviews 3:00 PM

Saturday, Feb. 27 - 1:00 PM Auditions 10:00 AM; 2:00 PM Auditions 12:30 PM

Auditions and interviews take place at 212 DAA Bldg. Room 732, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221.

If you are, or if you're curious, if you have any questions or concerns, talk to your campus team. We're here to help. If you have any questions or concerns, talk to your campus team. We're here to help. If you have any questions or concerns, talk to your campus team. We're here to help. If you have any questions or concerns, talk to your campus team. We're here to help.

Arkansas has the highest rate of adoption for the Peace Corps. A year-long orientation period is required for all Peace Corps volunteers. Any college student or recent graduate with a four-year degree is eligible. If you're a college junior, a Peace Corps volunteer, or an interested student, write to the Peace Corps for more information.

The Peace Corps has been in operation since 1961. Since then, over 100,000 volunteers have served in over 130 countries. The Peace Corps is committed to promoting peace and good will between people of all nations.
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Norwell scores 1000th point; Can she break Thacker's mark?

By Bob Hansey

Wanted

Linda Norwell scored her 1000th point Tuesday against Dayton at Anthony Fieldhouse.

No other woman in U.S. history has ever accomplished that feat. Only two other women in the history of the United States of America have ever scored over 1000 points on a basketball court.

Norwell was 21 points shy of 1000 going into the Dayton game and the anticlimactic final figure dropped from 21 to 21," she said.

A crowd of approximately 900 applauded each Norwell basket. "I was absolutely elated," she said after her historic 1000th point.


Jean Craciun said, "it was a tear-jerker." She gave me chills," said Marcia Yager, a senior basketball player who saw Norwell break the record.

"It gave me chills," said UC head coach Tom Thacker, who ran to the court to hug Norwell. "I'm really touched," said UC assistant coach Linda Norwell. "I'm happy. The only thing I'm looking forward to now is breaking my record of 1152 points."